
Spetral haraterization of dusty plasma -Appliation to ITER edge-plasma monitoringD. LACROIX♠ Y. PENG‡ R. HUGON‡ J.L. VASSEUR‡J. BOUGDIRA‡Marh 28, 2007AbstratThe poster proposed here deals with the spetral haraterization of arbon dustyplasma. This study is related to the "International Thermonulear ExperimentalReator" projet ITER. This one is now initiated and several problems have to besolved before an e�ient fusion power reator will be designed. Among the numeroustehnially hallenging issues arises the question of plasma magneti on�nementquestion. Experiments have shown that interations between the edge-plasma andthe reator walls may happen. ITER walls should be built with arbon material thatan be able to resit to high energy �uxes suh as those ourring when the magnetion�nement is broken. However, if the hot edge-plasma (T≃10000K) impinges thearbon wall, dust prodution is observed. This arbon dust prodution is problematibeause it might indue the interruption of the fusion proess. Furthermore theprodued partiles are radioative and they an fall away at di�erent loations in thereator, generating new radioative wastes that must be treated.In order to understand these phenomena, experimental setups with a lower salehave been designed at the LPMIA. Among them a low pressure reator is used to pro-due disharges by means of a arbon eletrode. Infrared transmission measurementsof the indued plasma show that the sattering phenomenon ours as arbon parti-les are produed and aggregate. Samples taken from the reator reveals that thesepartiles are spheres with radius ranging from 50nm to some mirons, aording tothe way dust is produed. Two ases have been tested, plasma with a arbon athodewhih generate very small partiles (Figure 1(a)) or disharge with argon-aetylenemixture providing larger spheres. Hene, absorbane measurements ahieved in theplasma disharge at di�erent times vary as sattering evolves from the Rayleigh regimeto the Mie regime with a forward phase funtion. Therefore, the hallenge is to es-timate size distribution and volume fration by inversion tehniques of the spetraldata (ahieved between 400m−1 and 4000m−1).In parallel to these measurements, a ompanion numerial study has been doneat the LEMTA. Reproduing the geometry of the experimental reator, we have de-veloped a Monte Carlo model that traks quanta from the emission point of the spe-trosopi devie to the MCT detetor, through the absorbing and sattering plasma1



disharge. A omplete Mie alulation pre-proessing step is ahieved for sphere di-ameters in the range 50nm<D<5µm, using amorphous arbon optial properties inthe wavenumber range 400m−1<ν<4000m−1. Polydispersions (normal and bimodaldistributions) are tested in order to ompute absorption and sattering properties atdi�erent moment of the experiment, trying to �t the arbon dust growth. Then theMonte Carlo proedure is ahieved using an energy partitioning tehnique. Numerialresults give trends similar to the experimental ones, espeially in what onerns thetransition between the isotropi and the forward sattering regimes (Figure 1(b)).The shape of the polydispersion distribution being the key parameter.Further investigations are going to be arried out. First we will try to optimizethe estimation of arbon dust properties (size and onentration), and we will alsoahieved alulation in the visible range for small partiles (d<1µm). In a seond time,experimental proedure an be adapted in order to aurately ontrol the arbon dustmass and size distribution prodution in order to adjust the numerial proedure.Besides, other type of plasma disharges, inluding magneti on�nement are alsoplaned.
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(b) Monte Carlo absorbane alulation for aargon-aetylene mixtureFigure 1: Spherial arbon dust sample and Monte Carlo absorbane alulation
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